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Pottery from Northern Portugal

Gondar (Amarante, Porto)

The art of pottery has its roots in the origin of humanity: one of its

The origin of the Gondar pottery centre seems to date back to the

main characteristics is the fact that it was kept unaltered over the

17th century, and started its production with potters coming from

course of time.

S. Martinho de Paus, back then a parish from the municipality of S.

This activity is transversal across the entire Portuguese territory.

Martinho de Mouros.

Writer Ramalho Ortigão highlighted this situation very well: "no

In 1903, the potters from Gondar distributed across three places:

other people know how to produce by means of the potter's wheel

Vila Seca, Corujeiras and Rio, working on the low wheel and firing

the pot or pitcher out of clay, the cooking pot and the can of

in a hole dug in the ground, occasionally associating the craft with

Coimbra, Prado, Mafra, Redondo, Loulé with such sleekness and

the cultivation of the land.

pure atticism.

The potters mixed two different kinds of clay, in proportions

This exhibition is composed of earthenware utilitarian crockery,

defined by experience. The clay was thumped with a sharp point

which belongs to renowned pottery centres established in the

tool, sieved inside the trough and mixed with water, creating the

north of Portugal. This typology of pottery items was conceived for

massucos - amount of clay ready to be used o the wheel.

daily domestic use and meant to address the needs of the family.

The pieces are decorated using the crisping technique, horizontal

Thus, here are pieces of black, red opaque and glazed earthenware

or vertical strings, which may or may not be made with fingers,

from

and with motifs applied with the trowel.

the

following locations:

Parada

de

Gatim,

Barcelos,

Guimarães, Bisalhães, Vilar de Nantes, Selhariz, Pinela, Felgar and

The pottery produced made up for the needs of a rural population

Gondar.

with scarce economic resources: pots, mugs, pitchers, saucepans,

Although in the past, it was used in all Portuguese houses, the

straight bowls and bent bowls, moneyboxes, coffeepots, vinegar

utilitarian pottery started to decline in the Seventies of the last

bottles, ovens, ovenproof dishes to roast chestnuts, pans, pipkins

century, replaced by plastic and metal utensils.

to prepare gold and lids.

Pinela (Bragança, Bragança)

Prado: the ancestry of the craft

In 1881, the production of pottery by women in Pinela and Paredes

When we mention the Minho pottery, Barcelos immediately comes

is mentioned.

to mind. However, if we go back to the Middle Ages, we see that

The clay was placed on a threshing floor and thumped with a hoe,

the production of pottery stretched along the right bank of the

then left to dry. It was prepared as follows: the clay was placed on

Cávado River (with brief and sporadic incursions into the other

a large paving stone on the floor of the workshop. With the knees

bank), within the area of the present municipalities of Barcelos,

over a pillow, the female potter mashed the dry clay with a wood

Vila Verde and Braga, which correspond to what in those days was

mallet, and then sieved it. The yeast or thick clay was nor dried; it

called municipality of Prado. In 1855, the municipality of Prado is

was stored in bags and put away. When she needed the clay, the

extinguished and most of its parishes become part of the

female potter mixed it with water inside the wooden bowl, and

municipality of Barcelos, but also Vila Verde and Braga.

then decanted it to a bucket using a mug; then, she strained it

During the ceramics exhibition held at the Palácio de Cristal,

with a small hand-brush made of broom. To make the pottery the

Oporto, pottery pieces from the municipalities of Vila Verde and

female potter mixed both clays, kneading them well.

Barcelos were displayed. It’s those pieces from 1882, along with

These women, known as potterers, used the low wheel and worked

others gathered in the second quarter of the 20th century, that are

kneeling.

exhibited here, arranged according to the type of production –

Once the pottery was dry, it was ready to be fired in the communal

black, red, glazed and polished.

kiln, which still exists.
The production was reduced to few shapes: pitchers, bowls, jugs,

saucepans, flowerpots and miniatures. They sold in the fairs of
Chãos, Izeda, Vimioso, Vinhais and Mirandela.

Black pottery

Felgar (Torre de Moncorvo, Bragança)

In the end of the 19th century and during the 20th century, the

The first references to the production of pottery in Felgar and in

production of black pottery was confined to the parishes of S.

the neighboring parish of Larinho date from the 17th century. In

Mamede de Escariz and Parada de Gatim, Vila Verde.

the 1980’s, the last survivor from this long generation of potters

The clay was mashed in a wooden bowl with a stamper or beetle,

was António Rebouta, who died in 1987.

then sifted, mixed with water in a kneading trough, and bent in a

Two kinds of clay were used, a fat one and a thin one. Once it was

bender.

dry, the clay was grinded in a mill, sieved and kneaded with water

These potters used the potter’s wheel and fired the pottery in two-

inside the kneading trough; at this stage, the two kinds of clay

chambered kilns uncovered on the top, which were completely

were mixed and the pélas were made. Then, the potter placed the

closed during the final stage of the firing, thus creating a reducing

péla on the fingidouro, where the clay was kneaded once again.

atmosphere that gave the pottery its characteristic black colour.

These potters worked on the wheel and fired the pottery in a

The pottery produced was meant to make up for the needs of a

communal kiln, with two chambers and uncovered on the top.

mainly rural clientele, being used in the kitchen, in several farm

The pottery produced was mainly meant to contain water and help

work tasks, and even in the moments of amusement.

prepare food: bowls, handled jugs, clay pitchers, small pitchers,

The most recent potters (3rd quarter of the 20th century) only sold

canteens, pots, milking pots, mugs, cottage cheese bowls, jugs,

pottery at the fortnightly fair in Ponte de Lima. It was carried in

large jugs, lids and vessels.

oxcarts, properly layered with straw, or on women’s heads. The

They carried the pottery inside bags, layered with straw, and

transportation of the pottery on the women’s heads could be done

placed on the back of a donkey. It was sold both in kind and

in two different manners: in the case of small pottery, it would go

money in Torre de Moncorvo, Carviçais, Mirandela, Alfândega da Fé,

inside baskets, layered with straw; in the case of pitchers, they

Vila Flor, Mogadouro, Freixo de Espada-à-Cinta, Escalhão, Barca

were simply tied with ropes in bundle.

d’Alva, Figueira de Castelo Rodrigo, Vila Nova de Foz Côa and
Carrazeda de Ansiães.

Selhariz (Chaves, Vila Real)

Barcelos (Braga)

In the 18th century, pottery was produced in the parishes of Oura,

Barcelos, as a production area of pottery, integrates the parishes of

Vidago and Selhariz. These localities must be considered as

Areias de S.Vicente, Galegos S. Martinho, Galegos Santa Maria,

belonging to the pottery group of Chaves/Vilar de Nantes, as are

Lama, Oliveira, Pousa and Ucha. The origin of Barcelos utilitarian

Samaiões and S. Pedro de Agostém.

pottery is lost in the mists of time, nevertheless, it is already well

Pottery production was reborn in Selhariz, during the second

documented and very popular during the16th century.

quarter of the 20th century, due to the fact that the potter from

According to Rocha Peixoto, in 1890 Barcelos was the most

Vilar de Nantes, Silvino da Silva, started working there.

important popular ceramic center of the country, with 101

The way of preparing the clay and the techniques used in the

workshops. "The potters of Barcelos are remarkable in this art and

pottery production and firing were similar to those of the pottery

even in the way they organise lots, measures and prices," stated

center of Vilar de Nantes. The only change Silvino da Silva

Macedo Correia. Despite these dynamics, most potters were poor

introduced was the soaking of the clay in a tank instead of the

and lived in very pitiable conditions.

clay pit.

At the beginning of the Seventies of the last century, the

Silvino da Silva made pitchers, bowls, coffeepots, saucepans,

production of utilitarian pottery in Barcelos started to decline due

demijohns, jugs, mugs, tubes, and pieces where of a very high

to the by competition of new materials used to create the same

quality. However, apart from this production that was necessary in

household items, such as plastic and metal.

order to satisfy the needs of a rural population, he took delight in
creating pieces determined by his fertile imagination.
He sold the pottery in the vicinity with the help of his wife. After
his death, the production of pottery in Selhariz ceased to exist.

Red, white and black polished pottery

Vilar de Nantes (Chaves, Vila Real)

In 1899, the production of polished red pottery is referred to as

The region of Chaves was an important black pottery production

“fine pottery of Prado”.

centre, its production being documented since the 18th century.

The clay was prepared as follows: it was placed in a tank with

When the clay arrived at the workshop, it was kept at a corner, in

water and was stirred repeatedly until it was well diluted; then it

the clay pit. That was the place where it was broken in pieces

was decanted to another tank. During that decantation, the clay

using the mattock or hoe. Then water was poured and it continued

had to be sieved with a fine mesh sieve.

to be mixed with the mattock. This soft paste was then placed on

The strained clay was left to rest in the tank for several days until

the treading or kneading rock, where it was energetically hit with

the particles would settle at the bottom, and the water remained

a sickle. Once the clay was properly mixed, it was broken in

at the surface. When this happened, the potters would carefully

wedges, which were kept next to the treading rock.

remove the water at the surface using a recipient. The purpose

They used the wheel and fired the clay in a two-chambered

was to ensure that only the clay paste remained inside the tank,

uncovered kiln, which was covered at the final stage of the firing

resting until it reached the right texture and was ready to be

in order to create a reducing atmosphere so that the pieces

handled. After being removed from the tank, it was placed over

acquired a black colour.

tiles or thrown at the wall so that the excess water was released.

They produced pieces mainly intended to preserve, prepare, cook

This pottery was made on the potter’s wheel, and then would

and serve food.

undergo a period of drying, after which it returned to the wheel “to

Pottery was sold along the mountains, in paths more or less long.

be shaped and polished”.

It was carried inside bags, properly layered, on the donkeys’ back.

These pieces were fired inside casetas.

In shorter paths it was common to see women carrying it on their

In the case of polished red pottery, hidrocerames and miniatures,

heads, layered inside baskets or with the pieces put one inside the

miudage, were the main objects produced; in the case of polished

other.

white pottery, miniatures were the main objects produced.

Bisalhães, Mondrões (Vila Real, Vila Real)

Unpolished red pottery

The origin of the black pottery of Bisalhães dates back many

Unpolished red pottery was produced in different parishes

centuries, when the potters’ workshops were spread along several

belonging to the municipalities of Vila Verde and Barcelos. Around

parishes and represented a considerably important production

1939-1940,

centre.

municipalities of Vila Verde (Cabanelas, Cervães an Santa Marinha

Once it arrives to the workshop, the clay is placed under the sun in

de Oleiros parishes) and Barcelos (Oliveira and Ucha).

order to dry out, and is prepared as follows: they thump the clay

The clay was purchased from the clay producer who carried it to

using a sharp point tool, sift it inside a trough, then mix it with

the potter’s workshop in an oxcart, and had to be dried before

water and knead it with their hands.

being stored. When the potter needed clay he mashed it inside the

They use the low wheel and fire the clay in an uncovered kiln,

wooden bowl using a stamper, sifted it, kneaded it, and bent it in

which is covered at the final stage of the firing in order to create a

the bender. Potters used the wheel and fired the pottery in a

reducing atmosphere.

covered kiln with two chambers. They produced pottery meant to

They produce two kinds of pottery: «coarse pottery», that is,

be used in the fire and be filled with water, flowerpots, tins for

utilitarian pottery with practically no decoration, and «fine

sponge cake, ovens to bake bread, rabbit hutches, drinking and

pottery», a kind of pottery which is mostly decorative.

food troughs for birds, as well as toys for children.

The pottery was sold at the Vila Real market and in the villages

During the 19th and 20th centuries, the pottery was basically sold at

and small towns in the vicinity, being carried inside baskets and

the Barcelos, Ponte de Lima and Viana do Castelo fairs, and was

layered with ferns. Today it is mainly sold door-to-door and at the

carried in oxcarts. There were also women who sold the pottery

points of sale in the entrance of Vila Real. It is also sold annually

door-to-door, carrying it on the head, layered inside baskets or in

at St. Peters’ fair.

bundle – that is, pitchers tied to each other, always in odd
numbers.

unpolished

red

pottery

is

produced

in

the

Glazed pottery

Guimarães (Braga)

In 1899 glazed pottery was produced in several parishes, and in

In 1884, at the Guimarães Industrial Exhibition, it is mentioned

1940 its production extended to Lama, Areias, Galegos Santa Maria,

that there are 30 male workers in pottery production.

Galegos S. Martinho and Manhente.

Almost all of the clay was bought in Prado, and was prepared as

At the workshop, the clay was placed in the calco or aloque where

follows: the dry clay was placed inside the wooden bowl, mashed

it was pecked at with a hoe. Then it was soaked with water, and

with a

remained like that for some time until it was properly moistened.

beetle or stamper until it was reduced to dust; then it was sieved,

After that, the clay was kneaded with oxen’s paws and, once it was

kneaded with water inside the kneading trough and bent in the

well kneaded, was thrown at the wall so that the excess water was

bender, being given the shape of a corn bread. The potter would

released from the paste. In a later stage, it was bent in the bender.

then remove a portion of clay from this corn bread, called cone of

The potter would then make cones of clay that he would take to

clay, and placed it on the wheel.

the wheel in order to start working on the pieces.

They decorated some pieces with a simple tool, resorting to a print

Some pottery was decorated with paintings made by women,

or pastry cutter, the crisping technique, the «tracery», as well as

freehandedly, before it was glazed.

the application of mica and molded elements.

The kiln used by these potters was similar to the one used to fire

The pottery was fired in an oxidizing atmosphere, inside an arched

red pottery. Glazed pottery was fired once, and it was only fired

kiln constituted by two chambers.

twice in the case of «coloured glaze pottery».

In 1909 they produced “pitchers, mugs, pots, lids, chocolate pots,

The pieces were mainly designed for domestic use, and during the

flowerpots, bowls, jugs, plumbing tubes, bricks for ovens and

19th and 20th centuries they were sold mainly to the North of the

bakery ovens, which are now made in Guimarães”. They sold their

Douro River, but also in the center of the country.

pottery in Guimarães, Fafe, Lixa, Amarante, Basto and Penafiel.

